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What's New
Full support for BMC ProactiveNet Performance Management (BPPM 8.5): Microsoft Search
KM for PATROL now fully and natively integrates with the latest iteration of BMC's monitoring
framework. It includes the required metadata that described the classes and parameters for
accurate interpretation, correlation and trending in ProactiveNet.
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2010 and SharePoint 2010 Compatibility:
The following parameters are deactivated when monitoring MOSS or SharePoint 2010:
ChangedDocuments
DocumentAddRate
DocumentsModifiesRate
DocumentsMoveAndRenameRate
UniqueDocuments
URLsInHistory

Fixed Issues
The ASCII filter used by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL did not take Asian characters into account
preventing PATROL IDs to be properly displayed.
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Microsoft Search KM for PATROL enables administrators to monitor their Microsoft Search environment
directly from the PATROL console avoiding the need to use a separate monitoring solution. The KM
collects and brings critical performance data and useful metrics into your BMC Performance Manager
environment.

PA T R OL Co ns o le – M icro s o ft Se a rch KM fo r PA T R OL
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Introduction
This chapter describes the installation procedure for Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on any PATROL
component (Agents, Consoles, Console Server, etc.). As the setup is based on the BMC Software
Installation Utility, this procedure applies to all operating systems supported by MS Search KM for
PATROL. Although not covered by this section, the installation through the Distribution Server is fully
supported. Please refer to the Distribution Server documentation for a detailed description of the
deployment procedure.

Prerequisites
Integrated as a native module for BMC ProactiveNet Performance Management, Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL is designed to monitor the health and performance of your Microsoft Search environment.
Prior to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL, make sure that the following elements are installed and
properly configured:
PATROL Agent, version 3.4.11 or higher (see BMC PATROL documentation)
PATROL Console (see BMC PATROL documentation)

Packages
The Microsoft Search KM for PATROL packages are available on the BMC Software Web site and the
Sentry Software Web site.
There are two packages, each of which can be used to install the KM on every PATROL component
(Agent, Console, etc.) according to the platform you are using. However, depending on the package
download source, the files name may differ:
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Downloading from BMC Web site:
For Windows systems: LYV39_KM_WINDOWS_1710.exe
For UNIX and Linux systems: LYV39_KM_UNIX_1710.tar

Downloading from Sentry Software Web site:
For Windows systems: senmss_WINDOWS_1001.exe
For Unix systems: senmss_UNIX_1001.tar
Each package can be used to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on every PATROL component:
Agent, Console, Console Server etc.

The Microsoft Search KM for PA TR O L packages are designed for use with the BMC Software Installation Utility
(formerly known as Thorium). They need to be merged with the latest av ailable v ersion of the BMC Software
Installation Utility . Please see instructions.

Extracting the Setup Files
Like most Knowledge Modules for PATROL, you need to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on the
following components of your PATROL architecture:
Every managed system with a PATROL Agent
Every PATROL Console (Classic) that will show hardware-related information and alerts
The Console Server
PATROL Central – Web Edition

Getting the BMC Software
Installation Utility
In order to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL, you need the latest version of the BMC Software
Installation Utility. You can download the latest Installation Utility from the BMC Software EPD (electronic
product download) from: http://webapps.bmc.com/signon/content/logon.jsp on the BMC Software
Website, or from the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL page on the Sentry Software Website.
Choose the appropriate package depending on the platform you plan to install Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL:
For UNIX/Linux systems: ins_ALL_<version>.tar
For Windows systems: ins_WINDOWS_<version>.exe
The packages are valid for all the PATROL components: Agent, Console, Console Server, etc.

Packages
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Place the Installation Utility package in the same folder as the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
packages.

Installation Procedure
Installing Microsoft Search KM for PATROL is an automated process managed by a wizard. The wizard
goes through the necessary steps to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL and all files associated with
it. You are simply prompt for the product's folder location and the product/components to install.
Browse to the bmc_products folder where the files have been extracted (both Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL and the Common Installer).
On Windows: Launch the setup.exe program
On UNIX: Launch the setup.sh script

To install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
1.
2.

Allow the perl.exe program listen on this port: Click Unblock.
The welcome screen of the installer appears. Click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 2: W e lco m e

Getting the BMC Software Installation Utility
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3.

Read the license agreement, click the Accept option and then click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 3; R e v ie wing Lice nce A g re e m e nt

4.

Select Install the products on this computer now and click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 4: Se le ct ing Ins t a lla t io n Op t io ns

Installation Procedure
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5.

Specify the BMC Software products folder. See the BMC Software documentation for more
information about the BMC Software products folder. Click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 5: Se le ct ing t he Ins t a lla t io n Dire ct o ry

6.

Select Default. Installing Microsoft Search KM for PATROL does not require any customization.
Click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 6: Se le ct ing a n Ins t a lla t io n T y p e

Installation Procedure
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7. Select Managed System to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on a PATROL Agent.
Select the Console Systems role to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on a PATROL
Classic Console.
Select Common services to install Microsoft Search KM for PATROL on the Console Server or
on PATROL Central – Web Edition.
Click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 7: Se le ct ing R o le s

Installation Procedure
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8.

Check the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL box to install the KM (it should be selected by
default). Click Next to continue.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 8: Se le ct ing Pro d uct s a nd Co m p o ne nt s

9.

Review the installation parameters and click Start Install to launch the installation procedure.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 9: R e v ie wing Ins t a lla t io n Op t io ns

Installation Procedure
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10. The setup program displays the actions performed and indicated the percentage of completion.
Once the installation complete, click Next the view the installation results.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 10: Ins t a lla t io n St a t us

11. The wizard displays the installation results.
Click View Log to display a detailed log of the installation procedure. Click Next and then
Finish to exit the setup program.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 11: Ins t a lla t io n R e s ult s

Installation Procedure
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12. Click the Finish button to complete and close the installation wizard.

Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd - St e p 12: Co m p le t ing a nd clo s ing t he Ins t a lla t io n W iza rd
A Help button is av ailable at each step of the procedure. C lick to display the installation online help. The Ex it
button allows y ou to stop the installation procedure.

Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM
for PATROL
Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM for PATROL is an automated process managed by a wizard. The
wizard goes through the necessary steps to remove Microsoft Search KM for PATROL and all files
associated with it. You are simply prompt for the product's folder location and the product/components
to uninstall.
1.

Locate the Uninstall folder under the BMC products directory (typically under C:\Program Files\BMC
Software, or /opt/bmc):
On Windows systems, launch uninstall.exe
On UNIX, launch uninstall.sh

Installation Procedure
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Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — W e lco m e St e p

Ensure that the uninstall program is up-to-date. You may need to use the installation program from a fresh Installation
Utility package.

2.

Specify the BMC Software products folder. See the BMC Software documentation for more
information about the BMC Software products folder.

Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
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Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — Sp e cify ing fo ld e r

3.

To uninstall the KM, select Microsoft Search KM for PATROL.

Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — Se le ct ing Pro d uct s a nd Co m p o ne nt s Dire ct o ry

4.

Review your selection and click Start Uninstall to run the un-installation.

Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — R e v ie wing Se le ct e d Pro d uct s & co m p o ne nt s a nd s t a rt unins t a lling

Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
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5.

A page displays the list of products/components processed and the percentage of completion. Click
Next to continue.

Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — St a t us

Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
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6.

A page displaying SUCCESS indicates that Microsoft Search KM for PATROL is now uninstalled.
Click Finish to quit the wizard.

Un-ins t a lla t io n W iza rd — Unins t a ll R e s ult s

Uninstalling Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
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Overview
To integrate a BMC PATROL KM into BMC ProactiveNet , you need to create a specific adapter. An
adapter for BMC PATROL facilitates pulling of performance data from existing BMC PATROL
solutions into BMC ProactiveNet. Using an Adapter, you can import BMC PATROL application
classes (provided in a Knowledge Module –KM) into BMC ProactiveNet. The Adapter periodically
synchronizes the performance data collected by these application classes into BMC
ProactiveNet.

A d a p t e r fo r BM C PA T R OL A rchit e ct ure
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Creating and Importing an Adapter
for a BMC PATROL KM
Creating an Adapter for a BMC PATROL KM
1.

Open the BMC ProactiveNet Administration Console. The BMC ProactiveNet Administration Console
is displayed as shown in the following figure:

A cce s s ing t he A d m inis t ra t io n t a b in t he A d m inis t ra t io n Co ns o le

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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2.

Right-click the Adapters folder and select Import Monitor Type and Add Adapter > BMC
PATROL.

Im p o rt ing M o nit o r T y p e s a nd A d d ing A d a p t e r

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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3.

In the Configuration tab, enter the required information:

Se t t ing t he co nne ct io n p a ra m e t e rs

In the Instance Name field, enter a name for this instance of the Adapter that will perform the
integration of the ‘targeted KM’ into BMC ProactiveNet.
Select the Agent where this instance of the Adapter will be executed
Enter the Integration Service Agent hostname or IP address
Enter the Integration Service Agent Port. The default port is 3182.
Enter the required credential to connect to the Integration Service Agent

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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4.

Click Next to continue

R e v ie wing t he Int e g ra t io n Se rv ice co nfig ura t io n

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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5.

Click Next to let the system load the BMC PATROL application classes.

Se le ct ing A p p lica t io n Cla s s e s t o im p o rt

6.

Select the application classes to import

Unselecting will delete the application classes that hav e already been imported during a prev ious operation.
A pplication classes ready to be deleted are marked with a red x .

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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7.
8.

Click Next to start the import process. The system displays a summary of the application class
import, click Next to continue.
Select the application classes you wish to auto-synchronize with the Integration Service Agent.

Se le ct ing A p p lica t io n Cla s s e s fo r A ut o -s y nc

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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9. Click Next to continue
10. Set the Filter details if need.

Se t t ing filt e r d e t a ils

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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11. Click Next to continue.
12. Set the Auto-sync poll scheduling, if needed.

Sche d uling A ut o -s y nc p o lls

13. Click Next to continue. The system displays a summary of your settings, click Finish to confirm. The
Adapter has been added to the Adapters folder of the Administration Console.
14. To see the class instances that have been imported by the Adapter, expand the Adapters folder,
right-click the Adapter and select Details.

W e strongly recommend that y ou create a specific adapter for each KM y ou need to integrate into BMC Proactiv eNet
to enable the update of a single KM independently .

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
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Updating an Adapter for a BMC
PATROL KM
Updating an Adapter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Delete the Adapter instance
Go through the Add an Adapter wizard to actually delete the monitor types that had been created
based on the previous version of the KM
Close
Resume the entire Creating an Adapter for a BMC PATROL KM procedure

F or complete and detailed information on these procedures, please refer to the BMC Proactiv eNet documentation
av ailable from BMC W eb site.

Updating an Adapter for a BMC PATROL KM
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Importing and Customizing
Thresholds
1.

Launch the BMC ProactiveNet PW Commands. On Windows 2008, you need to run the PW
Commands as Administrator.

2. Execute the following command line:
pw adapter -type patrol -get_thresholds <file name> -pproxy_host <hostname|ipaddress> [-pproxy_p
where
-get_thresholds <file name> = File name with absolute path at which thresholds will be i
-pproxy_host <hostname|ipaddress> = Host name or IP Address of Patrol Proxy Server
-pproxy_port <port_number> = Port at which Patrol Proxy Agent communicates with Patrol P
-pproxy_user <username> = User name of Patrol Proxy user
-pproxy_passwd <password> = Password to authenticate Patrol Proxy user
-i = import Instance level thresholds
-v = run in "verbose" mode, producing extra lines of output during extraction and conver

The command has produced a text file with all the parameter threshold settings.

Importing and Customizing Thresholds
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3.
4.
5.

Open the file in a text editor. Check that the global thresholds have been properly interpreted.
Then go to the # INSTANCE LEVEL THRESHOLDS section of the file.
Uncomment all instance level thresholds for the _PATROL__SEN_MSS_ prefixed instances.

Search the file for the 'NO T_IMPLEMENTED' occurrences to detect thresholds that were not properly conv erted by
the PA TR O L A dapter.

6.

7.

Save the file.

Execute the following command:
pw threshold loadpatrolthreshold [<thresholdfilename> [-v]]
where:
<thresholdfilename> is a thresholds file name. If no file path is specified then the de
-v enables the Verbose mode

Class-level thresholds can be displayed using the Absolute Global Thresholds panel in the BMC
ProactiveNet Operator Console, while instance-level thresholds are displayed in the Absolute Instance
Thresholds panel:

Thresholds have been successfully imported into BMC ProactiveNet.

Importing and Customizing Thresholds
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Introduction
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL requires no configuration to discover and monitor indexing services
within your BMC Performance Manager environment.
Once the KM is installed and properly loaded having met all prerequisites as described in the Installation
Guide, an icon labeled Microsoft Search appears in the Console and the KM discovers all the indexing
services of the managed system.

Monitoring Microsoft Search Servers
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL automatically detects the different versions of Microsoft’s search
engines running on the monitored computer. A separate icon on the PATROL Console will be displayed
for each search engine discovered on the system, with a set of various parameters underneath to
represent the status and performance health of the search engine

Co ns o le Ge ne ra l T re e Vie w
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Parameters may v ary according to the monitored platform.

Indexing Service
The Indexing Service is a base service for Microsoft® Windows® NT, Microsoft® Windows® 2000 or
later that extracts content from files and constructs an indexed catalog to facilitate efficient and rapid
searching.
Indexing Service can extract both text and property information from files on the local host and on
remote, networked hosts. The files can be simply members of a selected file system or part of a virtual
Web hosted by, for example, Internet Information Services (IIS).
Indexing Service extracts the content by filtering—using filter components that understand a file's
format. The format could include multi-language features such as international languages and locales. A
filter component implements the IFilter interface, which supplies methods to read a file to extract text
and properties. Windows 2000 and Microsoft Windows XP supply filters for Microsoft Office files,
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) files, Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) messages, and
plain-text files.
The final step in the indexing process is creation of a catalog that contains a master index (and any
temporary word lists and shadow indexes) storing words and their locations within a set of indexed
documents. Subsequently, searching, or querying, the catalogs for particular word combinations uses
the master index as well as word lists and shadow indexes to execute queries quickly and efficiently.
For “Indexing Service” engines, the KM will monitor the errors in the Windows Event Log, the presence
and performance of the related processes as well as the size and content of the index catalogs. It will
also perform search queries to verify the responsiveness of the search engine and the accuracy of the
results.

Windows Desktop Search and Windows Search
Windows Desktop Search and Windows Search are different name of the same underlying technology
which replaces the aging “Indexing Service” found in earlier versions of Microsoft Windows.
Different at its core, it nonetheless provides the very same features as the “Indexing Service” and the
same metrics will be monitored to ensure its availability, responsiveness, accuracy and minimal impact
on the system resources.
For “Windows Desktop Search” and “Windows Search” engines, the KM will monitor the errors in the
Windows Event Log, the presence and performance of the related processes, the activity of the gatherer
as well as the size and content of the index catalogs. It will also perform search queries to verify the
responsiveness of the search engine and the accuracy of the results.

Monitoring Microsoft Search Servers
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SharePoint Search Server
All editions of Microsoft SharePoint come with a search engine which extracts content from SharePoint’s
database (documents, sites, pages, etc.) and constructs an indexed catalog to facilitate efficient and
rapid searching.
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL works ideally in conjunction with the Microsoft SharePoint KM for
PATROL and it supports the following editions of SharePoint:
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server
Microsoft Office SharePoint Portal Server
Windows SharePojnt Services
Microsoft SharePoint’s search engine browses the SharePoint Web site to look for searchable content,
based on the SharePoint database.
The search engine extracts the content by filtering—using filter components that understand a file's
format. By default, SharePoint’s search engine is able to handle Microsoft Office files, Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) files, Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) messages, and plain-text files.
The final step in the indexing process is creation of a catalog that contains a master index (and any
temporary word lists and shadow indexes) storing words and their locations within a set of indexed
documents. Subsequently, searching, or querying, the catalogs for particular word combinations uses
the master index as well as word lists and shadow indexes to execute queries quickly and efficiently.
For “Microsoft SharePoint” search engines, the KM will monitor the errors in the Windows Event Log, the
presence and performance of the related processes, the activity of the gatherer as well as the size and
content of the index catalogs. It will also perform search queries to verify the responsiveness of the
search engine and the accuracy of the results.

Search Servers Monitored Elements
Sentry Software’s monitoring solution for Microsoft Search monitors the availability, the system
resources utilization and various metrics (index size, word count, documents crawls, content gatherer,
etc.) for the different versions of Microsoft Search products.

Monitoring the Windows EventLog
The Microsoft Search KM monitors errors posted by the search engine in the Windows Event Log.
For each new error or warning event posted by the search engine in the Windows Event Log, the
corresponding parameter is increased by one and triggers an alert.
To view the last 10 triggered warnings or alarms events, simply double-click the LastMatchingEvents
parameter in the PATROL Console.

Monitoring Microsoft Search Servers
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A cce s s ing t he La s t 10 T rig g e re d A le rt s

Alarm Event Count: Number of critical events that were posted by the search engine since the
last acknowledge
Warning Event Count: Number of warning events that were posted by the search engine since
the last acknowledge
Last Matching Events: To view a list of the last 10 triggered alarm/warning events
To visualize and analyze more thoroughly the messages posted by the search engine in the Windows
Event Log, you can use the built-in Event Log Viewer. With this tool, you can obtain information about
your all significant events to help you identify and diagnose the source of current problems, or help you
predict potential problems.
1.

To display the SharePoint-related content of the Event Log, right- click the Event Log icon in the
PATROL console> KM Commands > View Events:

Sha re Po int Ev e nt Lo g Vie we r — Pa ra m e t e rs Se le ct io n

Monitoring Microsoft Search Servers
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2.
3.

You can either choose to display Only the ten last events or All SharePoint events.
Click Update to generate the list of events

Sha re Po int Ev e nt Lo g Vie we r — Lis t o f Ev e nt s

Monitoring Index Catalogs
The search Engine stores all of its index information in catalogs. A catalog comprises index information
and stored properties for a particular group of file system directories. Administrators may need to
monitor indexes in order to manager their volume and identify unused files for example.
The monitoring of an index returns all or some of the following parameters, in the PATROL Console,
according to the managed index:
ActiveConnection: Number of active connections
DocumentsFiltered: Number of filtered documents
IndexSize: Total size of all the saved indexes, in megabytes
l0IndexesWordlists: Number of L0 indexes (Wordlists)
QueriesFailed: Number of failed queries per second
QueriesSucceeded: Number of succeeded queries per second
QueriesTotalNumber: Total number of queries
UniqueKeys: Number of unique words in the index
Double-click a parameter to draw a graph based on the parameter's data:
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Gra p h – Ind e x M o nit o ring

Monitoring Processes
Monitoring processes on a regular basis helps you ensure that a computer runs at peak efficiency and
that it carries out its appointed tasks as expected. For example, by monitoring processes you can be
notified immediately of any application that has stopped responding, and then take steps to end that
process. In addition, process monitoring enables you to identify problems before they occur. For
example, by repeatedly checking the amount of memory used by a process, you can identify a memory
leak. You can then stop the process before the errant application uses all of the available memory and
brings the computer to a halt.
The Microsoft Search KM for PATROL automatically monitors all of the processes related to the targeted
search engine.
The monitoring of a process returns the following parameters, in the PATROL console:
HandleCount: Number of handles opened by the process.
PercentProcessorTime: Percentage of used processor time
PrivateBytes: Memory usage of the process, excluding memory regions shared with other
processes. This counter is a a good indicator of the overall memory consumption of the process.
WorkingSet: Working set size of the process.
Double-click a parameter to draw a graph based on the parameter's data:
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Gra p h – Pe rce nt a g e o f Pro ce s s o r T im e

Monitoring Gatherers
The Gatherer is a component of the Microsoft Search service that manages the content crawling
process and has rules that determine what content is crawled. The Gatherer receives a URL for content
that must be crawled. The URL can be the start address for a content source, a link stored from a
previous crawl, or a notification from a SharePoint Portal Server workspace. The Gatherer checks the
URL against the crawl restrictions set for this workspace.
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL collects critical information regarding the gatherer, such as filtering
activity, document management and overall activity.
The monitoring of a gatherer returns the following parameters, in the PATROL console:
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ActiveQueueLength: Numbers of documents waiting for robot threads
DelayedDocuments: Numbers of documents delayed due to site hit frequency rules
DocumentsFilteredRate: Number of documents filtered per second
FilteringThreads: Total number of filtering threads in the system
FilterObjects: Numbers of filtered objects in the system
FilterProcesses: Numbers of filtering processes in the system
Heartbeats: Total number of heartbeats counted since startup
NotificationsRate: External notifications received per second
PerformanceLevel: System resources that the gatherer service is allowed to use
ReasonToBackOff: Code describing why the gatherer service went into back-off state for the current
search server
StemmersCached: Numbers of available cached stemmer instances
Double-click a parameter to draw a graph based on the parameter's data:

Gra p h – He a rt be a t s M o nit o ring

Monitoring Gatherer Projects
A Gatherer Project contains the configuration for the different locations the indexing service is set to
crawl. The result of the crawling process is stored into an index. Note that several projects can be
merged into a single index.
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL collects and displays gatherer projects counters in the PATROL
console:
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Double-click a parameter to draw a graph based on the parameter's data:

Gra p h – Erro r St a t us

Query Analysis
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL provides an easy-to-use tool that enables you to perform queries on
content from several types of search engines:
Microsoft Indexing Service
Office SharePoint Search Server
Windows SharePoint Search Server
Microsoft SharePoint Portal Search Server
Windows Search
Depending on the source of the content you want to query, the options provided by the Query Analysis
Wizard may vary.
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Query Analysis for Microsoft Indexing Service
To create a query on catalogs built with the Microsoft Indexing Service search engine right-click the
Indexing Service icon > KM Commands > New Query Analysis:

Step 1: Select the Query Type
A search query can be expressed by building a simple string consisting of keywords or by making use of
the powerful, but more complex, Enterprise SQL Search query language .

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Que ry T y p e Se le ct io n

select Standard Query (free text) to perform a simple query, or
Select Advanced Query to perform complex query and to adjust the query to your specific needs

Step 2.1: Set the Standard Query Options
Use the Standard Query to execute a query defined with the keyword-type syntax.
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Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n

Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string
Select the sorting and the order option
Click Next to continue.

Step 2.2: Set the Advanced Query Options
Use the Advanced Query when the search query is defined by using the Enterprise SQL search query
syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n (A d v a nce d )
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Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string. Use the SQL query language to built your query, as shown in the provided
example.
Click Next to continue.

See Microsoft MSDN Library site for detailed information on the query sy ntax .

Step 3: Define the Query display name

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Obje ct De finit io n

Object display name: Label that will be displayed in the PATROL Console for this web request
monitoring.
Object internal identifier (ID): PATROL internal identifier of this monitored object.
Click Finish to submit the query.

Query Analysis for Office SharePoint Search Server
To create a query on catalogs built with the Office SharePoint Search Server search engine right-click
the Office SharePoint Search Server icon > KM Commands > New Query Analysis:

Step 1: Select the Query Type
A search query can be expressed by building a simple string consisting of keywords or by making use of
the powerful, but more complex, Enterprise SQL Search query language that extends the standard SQL92 and SQL-99 database query syntax and is tuned for compiling full-text search queries
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Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Que ry T y p e Se le ct io n

select Standard Query (free text) to perform a simple query, or
Select Advanced Query to perform complex query and to adjust the query to your specific needs

Step 2.1: Set the Standard Query Options
Use the Standard Query to execute a query defined with the keyword-type syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Sha re d Se rv ice Pro v id e r Se le ct io n
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Select the specific Shared Service Provider (SSP) you want to query, or select All to query all the
monitored SSP at once
Type the query string
Select the sorting and the order option
Enter the Username and Password required to access the Shared Service Provider
Click Next to continue.

Step 2.2: Set the Advanced Query Options
Use the Advanced Query when the search query is defined by using the Enterprise SQL search query
syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Sha re d Se rv ice Pro v id e r Se le ct io n (A d v a nce d )

Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string. Use the SQL query language to built your query, as shown in the provided
example.
Enter the Username and Password required to access the Shared Service Provider
Click Next to continue.

See Microsoft MSDN Library site for detailed information on the query sy ntax .
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Step 3: Define the Query display name

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Obje ct De finit io n

Object display name: Label that will be displayed in the PATROL Console for this web request
monitoring.
Object internal identifier (ID): PATROL internal identifier of this monitored object.
Click Finish to submit the query.

Query Analysis for Windows SharePoint Search Server
To create a query on catalogs built with the Microsoft Indexing Service search engine right-click the
Windows SharePoint Search Server icon > KM Commands > New Query Analysis:

Step 1: Select the Query Type
A search query can be expressed by building a simple string consisting of keywords or by making use of
the powerful, but more complex, Enterprise SQL Search query language that extends the standard SQL92 and SQL-99 database query syntax and is tuned for compiling full-text search queries
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Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Que ry T y p e Se le ct io n

select Standard Query (free text) to perform a simple query, or
Select Advanced Query to perform complex query and to adjust the query to your specific needs

Step 2.1: Set the Standard Query Options
Use the Standard Query to execute a query defined with the keyword-type syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n
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Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string
Select the sorting and the order option
Click Next to continue.

See Microsoft MSDN Library site for detailed information on the query sy ntax .

Step 2.2: Set the Advanced Query Options
Use the Advanced Query when the search query is defined by using the Enterprise SQL search query
syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n (A d v a nce d )
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Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string. Use the SQL query language to built your query, as shown in the provided
example.
Click Next to continue.

Step 3: Define the Query display name

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Obje ct De finit io n

Object display name: Label that will be displayed in the PATROL Console for this web request
monitoring.
Object internal identifier (ID): PATROL internal identifier of this monitored object.
Click Finish to submit the query.

Query Analysis for Microsoft SharePoint Portal Search Server
To create a query on content extracted from Microsoft SharePoint Portal Search Server engine
right-click the Microsoft SharePoint Portal Search Server icon > KM Commands > New Query
Analysis:

Step 1: Select the Query Type
A search query can be expressed by building a simple string consisting of keywords or by making use of
the powerful, but more complex, Enterprise SQL Search query language that extends the standard SQL92 and SQL-99 database query syntax and is tuned for compiling full-text search queries
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Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Que ry T y p e Se le ct io n

select Standard Query (free text) to perform a simple query, or
Select Advanced Query to perform complex query and to adjust the query to your specific needs

Step 2.1: Set the Standard Query Options
Use the Standard Query to execute a query defined with the keyword-type syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Virt ua l Se rv e r Se le ct io n
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Select the specific virtual server you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored virtual
servers at once
Type the query string
Select the sorting and the order option
Click Next to continue.

See Microsoft MSDN Library site for detailed information on the query sy ntax .

Step 2.2: Set the Advanced Query Options
Use the Advanced Query when the search query is defined by using the Enterprise SQL search query
syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Virt ua l Se rv e r Se le ct io n (A d v a nce d )
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Select the specific virtual server you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored virtual
servers at once
Type the query string. Use the SQL query language to built your query, as shown in the provided
example.
Click Next to continue.

Step 3: Define the Query display name

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Obje ct De finit io n

Object display name: Label that will be displayed in the PATROL Console for this web request
monitoring.
Object internal identifier (ID): PATROL internal identifier of this monitored object.
Click Finish to submit the query.

Query Analysis for Windows Search
To create a query on catalogs built with the Windows Search Service right-click the Windows Search
icon > KM Commands > New Query Analysis:

Step 1: Select the Query Type
A search query can be expressed by building a simple string consisting of keywords or by making use of
the powerful, but more complex, Enterprise SQL Search query language that extends the standard SQL92 and SQL-99 database query syntax and is tuned for compiling full-text search queries
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Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Que ry T y p e Se le ct io n

select Standard Query (free text) to perform a simple query, or
Select Advanced Query to perform complex query and to adjust the query to your specific needs

Step 2.1: Set the Standard Query Options
Use the Standard Query to execute a query defined with the keyword-type syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n
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Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string
Select the sorting and the order option
Click Next to continue.

See Microsoft MSDN Library site for detailed information on the query sy ntax .

Step 2.2: Set the Advanced Query Options
Use the Advanced Query when the search query is defined by using the Enterprise SQL search query
syntax.

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Ca t a lo g Se le ct io n (A d v a nce d )
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Select the specific catalog you want to query, or select All to query all the monitored catalogs at
once
Type the query string. Use the SQL query language to built your query, as shown in the provided
example.
Click Next to continue.

Step 3: Define the Query display name

Que ry A na ly s is W iza rd – Obje ct De finit io n

Object display name: Label that will be displayed in the PATROL Console for this web request
monitoring.
Object internal identifier (ID): PATROL internal identifier of this monitored object.
Click Finish to submit the query.

Modifying a Query
To modify a query, right-click the query in the console > KM Command > Edit Query Analysis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Select the catalog you want to query
Type the query
Select a sorting and an order option (standard query only)
Enter a Username and Password when required
Click Next to continue
Type the object name that will be displayed in the console and enter the object identifier (ID used
internally to identify the query)
Click Finish to launch the query
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Thresholds, Alerts and Notifications
This section deals with thresholds, alerts and notification. Alert thresholds are dynamically set by
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL. However, it is possible to change the thresholds, the alert settings as
well as the threshold mechanism itself. the KM also offers you the possibility of selecting the type of
notification (Alert actions) to be performed once an alert is raised. The section has the following subsections:
Customize the Polling Interval
Threshold Mechanism Selection
Modifying alert thresholds on parameters
Alert after N times – advanced alert settings
Alert Actions

Threshold Mechanism Selection
Managing thresholds means selecting/modifying the mechanism by which Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL sets thresholds for all parameters of the monitored components. This is done through the
menu command: KM Settings > Threshold Mechanism Selection.
By default, SharePoint KM for PATROL automatically sets alert thresholds on the monitored parameters.

The different threshold mechanisms
To set the thresholds, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL uses one of the following two mechanisms, best
suited to the managed system:
Tuning: A standard internal PATROL mechanism, known as the Override parameters in PATROL but
called Tuning in Microsoft Search KM for PATROL. With this mechanism, Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL sets the thresholds of each parameter of each monitored object by setting a specially
formatted variable under the /___tuning___ tree in the PATROL Agent configuration.
Or
Event Management: PATROL for Event Management (formerly known as EventSpring)
By default, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL determines which of the above two mechanisms is best
suited to the managed system and uses that. This is the Automatic setting in the Threshold
Mechanism Selection wizard.
To see which mode is currently used for the system, or to modify the Automatic mechanism, right-click:
the main Microsoft Search KM instance > KM Commands > KM Settings > Threshold
Mechanism Selection...
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T hre s ho ld M e cha nis m Se le ct io n

Select one of the following options:
Automatic (default): Microsoft Search KM for PATROL determines and uses the threshold
mechanism best suited to the managed system
Tuning: If selected, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL will manage its thresholds through the
standard the internal PATROL mechanism (Override parameters). Thresholds are stored in the
PATROL Agent configuration under the /___tuning___ tree.
Event Management: if this option is selected, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL will manage its
thresholds through the Event Management mechanism. Thresholds are stored in the PATROL Agent
configuration under the /AS tree. This option requires that you set up the PATROL for Event
Management KM on your PATROL Agent. PATROL for Event Management has to be enabled and
preloaded.

If y ou use PA TR O L for Ev ent Management to manage thresholds in PA TR O L, it is strongly recommended that y ou use
this option in Hitachi Disk A rray s KM for PA TR O L too.

In order to av oid side effects and unpredictable behav ior, if y ou select the "Ev ent Management" thresholds
management option, Microsoft Search KM for PA TR O Lwill automatically migrate the thresholds set to the other
method. That is: if y ou select the "Ev ent Management" option, Microsoft Search KM for PA TR O L will automatically
migrate all the thresholds stored in the /___tuning___ tree in the PA TR O L A gent configuration.

No Thresholds: Microsoft Search KM for PATROL will not set any thresholds on the monitored
objects. You are required to set them manually.
For details on how to manually set thresholds on the parameters, please see the topic: Modify Alert
Thresholds.
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Modify Alert Thresholds
Whenever possible, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL automatically sets thresholds for parameters.
These thresholds are retrieved from the information available from the agents and they are generally
accurate.
Generally, there is no need to modify these thresholds but in case Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
cannot obtain them, or if you prefer a more fault-tolerant monitoring, you can modify the thresholds of
each parameter through the command menu.
1.
2.

Right-click on the monitored element > KM Commands > Modify Alert Thresholds.
The first panel displays the list of parameters for the selected object. Select the parameter whose
thresholds you wish to modify and click Next to continue.

M o d ify A le rt T hre s ho ld s — Se le ct ing Pa ra m e t e r

3.

The second panel enables you to select the alert threshold mode. Click Next to continue.

M o d ify A le rt T hre s ho ld s — Se le ct ing A le rt T hre s ho ld M o d e
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If you have selected the option Let the Microsoft Search KM for PATRTOL set appropriate
alert thresholds, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL automatically determines and sets the alert
thresholds best suited to the parameter/component/system. Click Next to view the threshold
values and then Finish to validate the operation.

M o d ify A le rt T hre s ho ld s — A ut o m a t ic A le rt T hre s ho ld M o d e

If you have selected the option Manually customize alert thresholds, a panel is displayed
allowing you to define new threshold values for the parameter/component/system. Click Finish to
validate the operation.

M o d ify A le rt T hre s ho ld s — M a nua l A le rt T hre s ho ld M o d e
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If y ou select the A utomatic thresholds mechanism option (see Managing the Threshold Mechanism), y our customized
thresholds are stored in the PA TR O L A gent configuration and then can be modified. If the threshold mechanism is set
tuning, the threshold will be set under the /___tuning___ tree, while if the threshold mechanism is set tuning Ev ent
Management, the thresholds will be set under the /A S tree.

Alert after N Times
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL offers a global advanced alert setting in order to prevent false alerts.
You can now set/modify the number of times thresholds can be breached before triggering an alert.
This advanced alert setting, commonly known as "Alert after n times" is accessible by right-clicking the
main Microsoft Search KM instance > KM Commands > KM Settings > Alert after N Times…

A le rt s A ft e r N T im e s Pa ra m e t e rs

SharePoint KM for PATROL parameters can be categorized in three main groups:
Numeric parameters: Parameters that have numeric values.
Discrete parameters: Parameters that have values such as 0=OK, 1=Degraded/Predicted
Failure, 2 = Failed etc. These parameters display the status of the component.
By setting or changing the number of times a threshold can be breached before it triggers an alert – you
can avoid unnecessary false alerts.
This is a "global" setting, and applies to the parameters of all the monitored components of the system.
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Alert Actions
Alert Actions enables the PATROL administrator to choose specific actions to be executed when a failure
is detected. With Alert Actions, it is possible to either:
Customize the way a problem notification is performed, or
Specify a recovery action to be run when a problem occurs.
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL can be configured to run one, several, or all types of Alert Actions
when an alert is triggered regarding the monitored element.

Se t t ing A le rt A ct io ns

By default, upon a failure, the KM triggers a PATROL event and annotates the parameter’s graph with a
comprehensive report of the problem, giving details about the failure, the possible consequences and
the recommended action to solve the problem.
The Alert Actions that can be performed by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL are:
Trigger a PATROL event
Annotate the parameter's graph
Execute an OS command
Execute a PSL command
Send a pop-up to the PATROL consoles
Write a line to a LOG file
Send a basic SNMP trap (using the PATROL MIB)
Send a custom SNMP trap
Send an E-mail
Alert Actions are highly customizable. One can customize the string that is sent through SNMP, set the
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username/password that is used to execute the OS Command, define the content of the PATROL event
sent by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL, etc.
Additional information regarding the alert, such as the parameter name or its value, is available through
the Alert Actions macros. This information can be used to further customize the Alert Action triggered
by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL and provide more details about the problem that occurs.

Edit Alert Actions
To modify the Alert Actions executed by SharePoint KM for PATROL upon a failure, right-click on the
main Microsoft Search KM instance > KM Commands > KM Settings > Edit Alert Actions…

Select the Alert Actions to be executed
Check the boxes corresponding to the actions you would like executed upon a failure.
By default, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL triggers a PATROL event and annotates the parameter that
raises the alert, but there are all the actions that can be triggered:

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — Se le ct ing Pa ra m e t e rs

After selecting and defining Alert Actions, you need to validate your changes by clicking the Finish
button.
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Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — Va lid a t io n

Trigger a PATROL Event
If you select Trigger a PATROL Event, you need to enter the string that will be displayed with the
event.

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: T rig g e r a PA T R OL Ev e nt

A PATROL Event can be viewed from:
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Standard PATROL Consoles (Classic Console, PATROL Central)
PATROL Enterprise Manager
BMC Impact Manager
Other third-party products that interface with PATROL.

The PA TR O L ev ent that is triggered is the ‘41’ ev ent from the standard PA TR O L catalog. You can use macros that will
be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables states the list of av ailable macros.

Annotate the Parameter’s Graph
If you select the Annotate the parameter’s graph action, you need to enter the string that will be
displayed within the annotation point.

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: A nno t a t e Pa ra m e t e r's Gra p h

You can use macros that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables states the list of av ailable
macros.
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Execute an OS Command
If you select the Execute an OS command action:

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: Ex e cut e a n OS Co m m a nd

Enter a command line to be executed
Enter the username and password used to run the command.
The command can be a program utility or a script shell, and can have arguments.m

The command must be non-interactiv e (no window, no user input)

You can use macros that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables states the list of av ailable
macros.
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Execute a PSL Command
If you select the Execute a PSL command action, you need to enter the PSL statement to be executed
by the PATROL Agent. Although only a single line is permitted, it can have several PSL instructions.

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: Ex e cut e a PSL Co m m a nd

The PSL command is recommended for adv anced user of PA TR O L.

You can use macros that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables section states the list of all the
av ailable macros.
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Send a Pop-up to the PATROL Consoles
If you select the Send a pop-up to the PATROL Consoles action, you need to enter the message
that will be displayed in the pop-up as well as the in title of the pop-up window.

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: Se nd a Po p -up t o t he PA T R OL Co ns o le s

Too many pop-ups could annoy the operators.

You can use macros that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables states the list of av ailable
macros.
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Write a Line to a LOG File
If you select the Write a line to a LOG file action:

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: W rit e a Line t o a LOG File

Enter the LOG file path and the content of the line.

You can use macros that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables states the list of av ailable
macros.

Send a Basic SNMP Trap
If you select the Send a basic SNMP trap action:
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Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: Se nd a Ba s ic SNM P T ra p

Enter the following:
IP address or hostname of the SNMP trap destination
SNMP port and community string
Text that will be sent in the SNMP trap

Upon a failure, SharePoint KM for PA TR O L will send the trap that is defined in the PA TR O L MIB (Trap number 11,
Enterprise ID: 1. 3. 6. 1. 4. 1. 1031. 1. 1. 2, the tex t is stored in the 1. 3. 6. 1. 4. 1. 1031. 1. 1. 2. 1 O ID). You can use macros
that will be replaced at runtime. The A lert A ctions Macro Variables section states the list of av ailable macros.

Send a custom SNMP trap (advanced)
If you select the Send a custom SNMP trap action, you need to enter the following:

Ed it ing A le rt A ct io ns — A le rt A ct io n: Se nd a Cus t o m SNM P T ra p

Enter the following:
IP address or hostname of the SNMP trap destination
SNMP port and community string
All the characteristics of the trap: Enterprise ID, trap number and up to 4 varbinds.
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Send an E-mail
If you select the Send an E-mail action, you need to complete the following panel:

A le rt A ct io ns : Se nd a n E-m a il

Enter the sender and the recipient email addresses in respectively the From and To fields, and type the
SMTP server name. Finally, enter the email Subject and type the Body of the message you wish to
send.

Alert Actions Macros
A macro is a variable whose value is replaced when an Alert Action is triggered. Macros can be used to
customize the content of each Alert Action.
For example: %{VALUE} is replaced by the actual current value of the parameter that triggered the
alert. When used in the text field for a PATROL event Alert Action, the percentage value is replaced by
the actual current value of the parameter that triggered the alert.
Each macro listed in the tables below contains information about what triggered the PATROL alert.
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Macros

Description

%{PARAMETER_NAME}

Name of the parameter that triggered the alert

%{VALUE}

Raw value of the parameter that triggered the alert

%{ALARM_TYPE}

Alarm type (INFORMATION, WARNING or ALARM)

%{OBJECT_ID}

PATROL internal ID of the instance that triggered the alert

%{OBJECT_LABEL}

Display name of the instance that triggered the alert

%{OBJECT_CLASS}

Class of the instance that triggered the alert

%{OBJECT_TYPE}

Type of the device that triggered the alert

%{PARENT_ID}

PATROL internal ID of the object that the faulty instance is attached to

%{PARENT_LABEL}

Display name of the object that the faulty instance is attached to

%{PARENT_CLASS}

Class of the object that the faulty instance is attached to

%{PARENT_TYPE}

Type of the object that the faulty instance is attached to

%{HOSTNAME}

Name of the computer monitored with the PATROL Agent

%{DATE}

Current date in the YYYY-MM-dd format

%{TIME}

Current time in the HH:MM:SS format

%{ASCTIME:…}

Current date and time formatted as specified in the macro
Example: %{ASCTIME:%m %d %T %Y} will produce Jun 6 11:14:53 2005
The available formats for the %{ASCTIME:…} macro are listed in the asctime()
description of the PSL Reference Guide (Book 2)

%{/…}

Recommended for advanced users only
Provides an internal instance variable name to be inserted. The path is relative
to the object triggering the alert
Example: %{/worstParam} will be contain the name of the worst parameter on
this instance, which is an application instance built-in variable (see the
"PATROL Script Language Reference" document)

%{NEWLINE}

Linefeed.
This is useful to produce multi-line information

Basic Configuration and
Administration
This section deals with information on basic configuration and administrative tasks such as:
Pause the monitoring of a component
Resume the monitoring of a component
Terminate the monitoring of a component
Reinitialize the KM
Configure Java settings
Enabling the Debut Mode
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Automatic EventCount Reset
EventCount parameters (Alarms and Warnings) keep increasing as new events are saved in the Event
Log. When no events occurs, the EventCount parameter remains at zero. When one event occurs, the
EventCount parameter is increased to 1 (one), and retains this value until it is acknowledged by an
operator. When another event occurs, the EventCount parameter is automatically increased to 2 (two),
and again, it retains this value until it is acknowledged by an operator.
To reset the EventCount parameters for a specific event log, an operator must manually activate the
Automatic EventCount Reset command via the console menu (right-click the Event Log icon> KM
Commands > KM Settings > Acknowledge All and Reset).This mechanism makes sure that an
operator or an administrator is aware of the encountered event.
However, since the manual acknowledgement of each error can rapidly become time consuming,
Microsoft Search KM can be configured to automatically acknowledge an alert/warning on the
EventCount parameter and reset it to zero after a specified period of time.
To set the automatic EventCount parameters, right-click the Microsoft Search KM icon > KM
Commands > KM Settings > Automatic EventCount Reset:

A ut o m a t ic Erro rCo unt R e s e t

Select the period of time after which you want the KM to automatically reset the EventCount parameters
and click OK.
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Configure Java Settings
The Java Settings wizard enables you to define which Java instance is to be used by Microsoft Search
KM for PATROL for managing the E-mail alert action only when using the version 3.6.0.11 (or older) of
PATROL agent.
You can either use the automatic detection, select a pre-detected java path or enter manually the path
leading to the Java executable directory to be used.
To access the Java Settings wizard, right-click the main Microsoft Search instance > KM commands
> KM Settings > Java Settings.
Select the Java executable detection method: Select one of the three following options:
Let the KM automatically detect the Java path: Select this option if you wish Microsoft
Search KM for PATROL to detect the Java executable directory by itself upon each discovery.
Select a Java path detected by Microsoft Search KM: Select this option if you wish to select
a Java executable directory within a list of pre-detected executables.
Enter manually the Java path to be used by Microsoft Search KM: Select this option if you
wish to manually enter the Java executable directory path.
Click Next to continue.

Automatic Detection
If you have selected the automatic detection at the previous step of the wizard, Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL displays the path of the Java executable directory that will be used when performing commands
requiring Java features.

J a v a Se t t ing s W iza rd — A ut o m a t ic De t e ct io n

Click Finish to save your settings.
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User Selection
If you have selected the user selection option at the previous step of the wizard, Microsoft Search KM
for PATROL displays a list of all the Java executable directory found on your machine.

J a v a Se t t ing s W iza rd — Us e r Se le ct io n

Select the Java executable directory you wish Microsoft Search KM for PATROL to use when performing
commands requiring Java features and click Finish to save your settings.

Manual

J a v a Se t t ing s W iza rd — M a nua l Se t t ing s
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If you have selected the Manual option at the previous step of the wizard, Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL let you enter the path to the Java executable directory you wish the application to use when
performing commands requiring Java features. Click Finish to save your settings.

Customize the Discovery Cycle
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL performs discoveries to detect new elements or detect those that have
gone missing.
By default, the KM runs a discovery every hour, but you can customize this interval by right-clicking on
the Microsoft Search icon > KM Commands > KM Settings > Discovery Interval.

Cus t o m izing Dis co v e ry Cy cle

Customize the Polling Interval
A polling interval defines how often new data is collected. A new collect can be performed from once
every second, to once in a day. Microsoft Search KM for PATROL polls the managed systems to collect
performance and statistics data. By default, the polling interval for this "data-collect" is set to every 2
minutes.

The more the polling interv al is low, the more the collection process is time consuming

To change the polling interval for the managed system, right-click the Microsoft Search KM instance
> KM Commands > KM Settings > Polling Interval…
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Cus t o m izing Po lling Int e rv a l

In addition to the polling interv al that is a global setting, i. e. it is applicable to the whole managed sy stem, y ou can
also manually trigger a poll at any time on indiv idual instances to refresh parameter v alues. R ight-click the instance
icon > R efresh Parameters.

Enable the Debug Mode
By default, Microsoft Search KM for PATROL sends only the most critical information, warning and error
messages to the System Output Window of the PATROL Consoles. Most often, this information is
accurate enough to ensure that Microsoft Search KM for PATROL is working properly.
If you encounter an issue and wish to report it to Sentry Software, you will be asked to enable the
Debug Mode and provide the debug output to the Sentry Software support team.
To enable the debug mode:
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1. Right-click the main Microsoft Search instance > KM Commands > KM Settings > Debug...
2. Select Enable debug.

Ena bling t he De bug M o d e

3. Enter the path for the debug output file on the local server. When left empty, the debug output will
be displayed in the system output window of your console.
4. Select the maximum size that the debug file can reach.
5. Select the Reinitialize option if you wish all the processes associated to the KM to be stopped and
to automatically trigger a discovery before generating the debug file.
There could be some loss of debug information by the PATROL console, if debug is enabled just as the
PATROL Agent is starting as it is not yet connected to the PATROL Agent. In other cases, or when you
want to trace the activity of Microsoft Search KM for PATROL during a few minutes, some debug
information may be lost by the PATROL Console owing to a full buffer. In such cases, it may help to
send the debug output of Microsoft Search KM for PATROL to a specified file.

The debug file is stored on the computer where the A gent is running.

Pay attention to the file size. The debug output of Microsoft Search KM for PA TR O L may be v ery large if running for
sev eral day s.

Pause/Resume Monitoring
In order to perform certain tasks - maintenance for example, it is often useful to pause the monitoring
of an object or even of the whole system by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL. To pause the monitoring
of a specific component, right-click the component/system icon > Knowledge Module Commands
> Pause Monitoring.
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Pa us e /R e s um e M o nit o ring

When paused, the object/system is still displayed in the PATROL Console but displayed with an OFFLINE
status. The collect for that particular object is no longer executed, and thus, no alert is longer triggered.
To restart the monitoring of the object/system click Resume Monitoring in the menu.

Reinitialize the KM
If ever Microsoft Search KM for PATROL does not function properly: displays devices as missing that you
know are present, or does not detect several devices as it should etc., it is possible to reinitialize the
configuration and let Microsoft Search KM for PATROL re-start monitoring from scratch.
The above cases of malfunction could occur after a configuration change or especially after a software/
hardware upgrade etc.
In such a case, you can reinitialize the KM that will then run a full discovery and will re-detect the
managed system, set the appropriate connectors and re-start the monitoring of existing & new devices.
Thresholds will be set to default so all previously manually set thresholds will be lost, unless specified
otherwise in the Reinitialize KM wizard shown below.
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1.

To reinitialize Microsoft Search KM for PATROL, right-click the KM icon > KM Commands >
Reinitialize KM:

R e init ia lize KM

2.

Select the options as per your specific needs:
Alert thresholds a nd a ctions
Remove manually customized alert thresholds: Selection removes all customized
thresholds.
Reset the threshold mechanism mode to default: Selection makes the KM revert to the
default mode i.e. Microsoft Search KM for PATROL selects the mechanism is best suited to the
system.
Reset Alert Actions: Selection removes all manually set Alert Actions and reverts to basic
default actions i.e. Trigger a PATROL event and Annotate a parameter graph.
Reset other alert and threshold settings: Selection reverts any manually done configuration
changes to default Microsoft Search KM for PATROL values.
M isc. options
Deactivate the debug mode: Selection deactivates the debug mode if manually enabled.
Restore and resume paused/removed objects: Selection restores all paused or removed
objects.
Sa ve reinitia lize setting s
Save reinitialize setting: Selection saves the defined settings that will then be considered as
default.

In cases where configurations hav e been manually set in the PA TR O L A gent, there will be an additional section called
Internal KM engine options display ing the used configuration v ariables and the option whether or not to remov e
them.
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3.

Click Reinitialize.

Remove Device Monitoring
If you wish to simply stop the monitoring of a Microsoft Search component (or a redundant component
in the PATROL Console), there is a simple way to do so: right-click the component/device icon > KM
Commands > Remove.

T e rm ina t ing t he m o nit o ring o f a d e v ice

The component is now removed from monitoring, which means the related collection will no longer be
performed, and the icon representing the device will disappear from the PATROL Console.

Restore Component Monitoring
It is possible to restore component monitoring with Microsoft Search KM for PATROL after it has been
removed from monitoring through the Remove option.
To see the list of the removed objects or to restore a component monitoring:
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1. Right-click the Microsoft Search instance > KM commands > KM Settings > Restore
Component Monitoring.
The first step of the procedure consists in selecting all or a specific component to restore. Click
Next to continue.

R e s t o re Co m p o ne nt M o nit o ring — Se le ct ing a ll

2. If All is selected, the list of all components that had been removed and that will be restored is
displayed. Click Finish to restore all the listed components.

R e s t o re Co m p o ne nt M o nit o ring — Lis t o f a ll co m p o ne nt s

However, if a component is selected, a list is displayed to enable to selection of a specific
component. Click Next to continue.
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3. Select one or several specific components or select the option Restore all components and sensors
in the list above, and click Finish.

R e s t o re Co m p o ne nt M o nit o ring — Sp e cific co m p o ne nt s

If y ou hav e chosen the A ll option at the first step of the restore procedure; the second step will only display the list
of dev ices that will actually be restored.

Trigger a KM Discovery
Microsoft Search KM for PATROL automatically executes a discovery every hour of the various Microsoft
Search components on the system. This makes sure the monitoring is always synchronized with the
environment.
You can also force a discovery manually by right-clicking on the Microsoft Search icon > KM
Commands > Trigger a KM Discovery.

W ith a v iew to optimization, the discov ery process is as parallelized as possible. A ll independent objects are
processed at the same time.
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Introduction
The Reference Guide provides detailed information about Classes: the icons that represent the class,
the Infobox, the parameters and the menu commands available for each application class. There are 7
main application classes and 3 “container” classes. The container classes have generally no parameters.

Classes and Parameters
This section familiarizes you with all the Application Classes used by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL. It
gives a detailed view of each application class describing its function and parameters.
The available Application Classes for Microsoft Search KM for PATROL are:
SEN_MSS_EVENTLOG
SEN_MSS_GATHERER
SEN_MSS_GATHERER_PROJECTS
SEN_MSS_GATHERER_PROJECTS_CONT
SEN_MSS_INDEXER
SEN_MSS_INDEXER_CONT
SEN_MSS_MAIN
SEN_MSS_PROCESS
SEN_MSS_PROCESS_CONT
SEN_MSS_WINDOWSSERVICES
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SEN_MSS_EVENTLOG
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

LogColl

Event Log class collector

LastMatchingEvents

Last 10 triggered alarm/warning events

WarningEventCount

Number of triggered warning events

AlarmEventCount

Number of triggered alarm events

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the thresholds of the parameter

View Event

Displays a list of events

Acknowledge all and Reset

Acknowledge all alerts and reset the parameter

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the monitoring of all objects after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the object from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_GATHERER
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

gathererColl

Gatherer class collector

StemmersCached

Numbers of available cached stemmer instances

ReasonToBackOff*

Code describing why the Gatherer service went into back off state.
0 - up and running
1 - high system IO traffic
2 - high notifications rate
3 - delayed recovery in progress (not implemented)
4 - back off due to user activity
5 - Battery Low
6 - Memory Low
99 - back off for some internal reason (forced by Search itself)
Note: While backing off, no indexing is performed.
To resume the indexing you must eliminate the reason for back off. If the Gatherer
service is in back off state, the Search service is paused and there is a message in the
event log.

PerformanceLevel

System resources that the gatherer service is allowed to use

Heartbeats

Total number of heartbeats per minute counted since startup; a heartbeat occurs once
every 10 seconds while the service is running; if the service is not running, there is no
heartbeat and the number of ticks is not incremented for the current search server

NotificationsRate*

External notifications received per second

FilteringThreads

Total number of filtering threads in the system

FilterProcesses*

Numbers of filtering processes in the system

FilterObjects

The number of filter objects in the system. Each filter object corresponds to a URL
currently being filtered.

DocumentsFilteredRate

Number of documents filtered per second

DelayedDocuments

Numbers of documents delayed due to site hit frequency rules

ActiveQueueLength

The number of documents waiting for robot threads. If this number is not 0, all threads
should be filtering.

* This parameter is deactivated when monitoring MS Search 2010 and SharePoint Foundation 2010
since no corresponding counter is available.
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InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the parameters thresholds.

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_GATHERERPROJECTS
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

AccessedFileRate

Numbers of documents accessed via file system per second

ChangedDocuments*

Documents that have changed since last crawl

CrawlsInProgress

Numbers of crawls in progress

DocumentAddRate*

Number of documents additions per second

DocumentDeleteRate

Number of documents deletes per second

DocumentModifiesRate*

Number of documents modifications per second

DocumentMoveAndRenameRat
e

Number of documents moved and renamed per second

DocumentsInProgress

Number of documents in progress

ErrorRate

Number of filtered documents which returned an error per second

FileErrorRate

Number of file protocol errors received per second

GathererProjectsColl

Gatherer Projects class collector

FilteringDocuments

Number of documents currently being filtered

IncrementalCrawls

Number of incremental crawls in progress

ProcessedDocumentsRate

Number of documents processed per second

RetriesRate

Number of retries per second

UniqueDocuments

Number of unique documents in the system

URLsInHistory*

Number of files (URLs) in the history list

WaitingDocuments

Numbers of documents waiting to be processed

* This parameter is deactivated when monitoring MS Search 2010 and SharePoint Foundation 2010
since no corresponding counter is available.

InfoBox
None.
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Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the parameters thresholds.

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_GATHERERPROJECTS_CONT
Icon

Parameters
None.

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_INDEXER
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

indexColl

Indexer class collector

ActiveConnections

Number of active connections

ActiveDocuments*

Number of active documents

DocumentsFiltered

Number of documents filtered

IndexSize

Total size of all the saved indexes, in megabytes

l0IndexesWordlists

Number of L0 indexes (Wordlists)

QueriesFailed

Number of failed queries per minute

QueriesSucceeded

Number of succeeded queries per minute

QueriesRate*

Number of queries per minute

UniqueKeys

Number of unique words in the index

Wordlists*

Number of wordlists

* This parameter is deactivated when monitoring MS Search 2010 and SharePoint Foundation 2010
since no corresponding counter is available.

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the parameters thresholds.

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_INDEXER_CONT
Icon

Parameters
None.

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_MAIN
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

discoveryColl

Discovery class collector

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

KM Settings

Displays all the command options for different monitoring settings

KM Settings>Alert Actions

Enables you to select the Alert Actions (different methods of notification) to be
executed by Microsoft Search KM for PATROL when a parameter breaches its threshold.

KM Settings>Alert After N
Times

Allows you to customize the alert thresholds mechanism in order to avoid false alerts.
You can set/change the number of times thresholds can be breached before an alert is
triggered.

KM Settings>Threshold
Mechanism Selection

Allows you to select the threshold mechanism:
Automatic (by default): Microsoft Search KM for PATROL determines the mode of
threshold management best suited to the system. The different modes are:
Tuning: Microsoft Search KM for PATROL uses the internal PATROL mechanism to set
thresholds
Event Management: NetApp Filers KM for PATROL automatically sets thresholds
through PCM/Event Management
No thresholds: Microsoft Search KM for PATROL does not set any thresholds and lets
you specify them manually

KM Settings>Polling Interval

Enables you to customize the polling cycle. By default, the polling interval is done every
2 minutes

KM Settings>Discovery
Interval

Enables you to customize the discovery cycle.

KM Settings>Restore
Component Monitoring

Enables you to customize the polling cycle. By default, the polling interval is done every
2 minutes

KM Settings>Java Settings

Enables you to define which Java instance is to be used by Microsoft Search KM for
PATROL

KM Settings>Debug

Activates or deactivates the debug mode. The debug Mode displays debug messages in
the PATROL System Output Window or saves it in a file if you enter the file path

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL
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Function

Description

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the monitoring of all objects after it has been paused

Trigger a KM Discovery

Enables you to trigger a forced discovery and rediscover the elements of the monitored
system.

Reinitialize KM

Triggers a complete re-initialization of Microsoft Search KM for PATROL. Customized
settings are lost unless specified otherwise in the Reinitialize wizard.

About

States basic product information and BMC Software support contact information
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SEN_MSS_PROCESS
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

WorkingSet

Displays the working set size of the matching process(es).

PrivateBytes

Displays the processor time percent used by the matching process(es). On multiprocessor computers, this parameter may go over 100%.

HandleCount

Displays the number of handles opened by the matching process(es).

ProcessColl

Process class collector

PercentProcessorTime

Percentage of used processor time

InfoBox
Name

Description

ProcessId

Process identification number

User

Name of the user who started the process

Command Line

Command line executed by the process

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the parameters thresholds.

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_PROCESS_CONT
Icon

Parameters
None.

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_QUERY
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

queryColl

Query collector

QueryStatus

Displays whether or not the query was successfully executed
Unit: 0 = Sucessfull, 1 = Failed

NumberOfRecords

Number of records returned by the query

ReturnOutput

Displays the output of the query execution

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Edit Query Analysis

Allows you to modify a query.

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the parameters thresholds.

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_QUERY_CONT
Icon

Parameters
None.

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Filer monitoring

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the Filer monitoring after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the Filer from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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SEN_MSS_WINDOWSSERVICES
Icon

Parameters
Name

Description

NTServiceColl

Windows Services class collector

Status

Status of the Windows services:
0 = Started, 1 = Intermediate state, 2 = Stopped

InfoBox
None.

Menu Commands
Function

Description

Modify Alert Thresholds

Allows you to modify the thresholds of the parameter

View Event

Displays a list of events

Pause Monitoring

Pauses the Microsoft Search KM for PATROL

Resume Monitoring

Resumes the monitoring of all objects after it has been paused

Remove

Removes the object from the monitoring environment

Refresh Parameters

Refreshes all parameters of the application class
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Configuration Variables
This section lists the configuration variables used by SharePoint KM for PATROL . Configuration variables
are stored in the PATROL Agent configuration and can be managed through:
PATROL Configuration Manager (PCM)
Wpconfig.exe (Windows)
xpconfig (UNIX/Linux)
The following table recapitulates the configuration variables used by the KM, i.e that apply to all of the
monitored hosts. These configuration variables are stored under /SENTRY/SEN_MSS in the PATROL
Agent’s configuration.

Variable

Description

pauseObjectList

Lists the paused objects

removedObjectList

Lists the removed objects

oldInstanceList

Lists of all instances created since the KM has been started. Enables you to re-create
missing objects
Format:
SharePoint PATROL object path.”/name”; SharePoint display label;
SharePoint PATROL object path .”/ parentIDPath”; SharePoint Patrol Parent instance
path;

ThresholdManagementMod Specifies how the KM should manage the alert thresholds on parameters. Please read
e
carefully the User Guide chapter for more information on this topic.
Possible values:
‘AS’ (through PATROL for Event Management)
‘Tuning’ (through the standard "Override parameter" mechanism)
‘None’ (No threshold is set by the KM)
Default: ‘Tuning’
maxFileSizeRead

Enables the configuration of the maximum size of blocks to be read in the file.

numericMaxOCC

n times values for connectors, numeric parameters
Default: 1 (Trigger an alert on all parameters as soon as the thresholds are reached)

discreteMaxOCC

n times values for connectors, discrete parameters
Default: 1 (Trigger an alert on all parameters as soon as the thresholds are reached)

disableMissingDeviceDetec
tion

Enables the deactivation of the detection of missing device
Default: False (0), Activated (1)

javaPath

Path to the folder containing the java executable

connectionType

Configures connection method to SOpen or Telnet

asctimeErrorDifference

Enables you to specify an error difference of the asctime function

pollingIntervalReference

Default polling Interval

parametersAutoResetTime
out

Enables you to define an auto reset for Event Log monitoring (seconds)

Classes and Parameters
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You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by contacting
Customer Support by telephone or email. To expedite your inquiry, please see "Before Contacting BMC
Software."

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://www.bmc.com/
support_home. From this Web site, you can
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers:
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive email notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including email
addresses, fax and telephone numbers

Support by Telephone or Email
In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the Web, call
800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support center for
assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software support center that
services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the Support page on the BMC
Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.

Before Contacting BMC Software
Before you contact BMC Software, have the following information available so that Customer Support can
begin working on your problem immediately:
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Product information
product name
product version (release number)
Operating system and environment information, machine type, operating system type, version, and
service pack or other maintenance level, such as:
PUT or PTF
system hardware configuration
serial numbers
related software (database, application, and communication) including type, version, and service
pack or maintenance
level
Sequence of events leading to the problem
Commands and options that you used
Messages received (and the time and date that you received them)
product error messages
messages from the operating system, such as "file system full"
messages from related software
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Customize Polling Interval
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About BMC® Software
BMC Software, Inc. NYSE:BMC, is a leading provider of enterprise management
solutions that empower companies to manage their IT infrastructure from a
business perspective. Delivering Business Service Management, BMC Software
solutions span enterprise systems, applications, databases, and service
management. Founded in 1980, BMC Software has offices worldwide and fiscal
2004 revenues of more than $1.4 billion. For more information about BMC

About Sentry Software™
Sentry Software, a strategic Technology Alliance Partner of BMC Software,
provides key monitoring solutions specifically designed to expand the
capabilities of BMC Performance Manager, thus enabling up to 100% coverage of
any infrastructure. Sentry Software specializes in single solutions for multiplatform monitoring of hardware, custom applications or any IT component, and
blackout windows. Sentry Software products are deployed in 45 countries across
the globe and lead the list of BMC Software’s third-party product sales. For more

